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Abstract

The future Personal Communications Service for voice will be cha¡acterised by the use of microcells

and the integration of terminal mobility with fixed lntelligent Network (IN) infrastructure.

Microcells in urban areas are being more widely feployed 
to provide adequate capacity for the

increasing numbers of pedestrian cell phone users, while the reuse of infrastructure associated with

the integration of terminal mobility with the fixed Intelligent Network leads to cost savings and ease

of deployment of new services such as Universal Personal Telecommunications (UPT). The

integration has important consequences for the required capacity of the signaling infrastructure.

Microcells carry traffic with high peakedness a¡rd create large amounts of hardover trafltc;

consequently, the supporting fixed signaling infrastructure must be carefully dimensioned if both the

terminal mobility and IN service traffic are to be carried with the required quality of service.

Accurate dimensioning is dependent on estimation methods that account for all trafhc sources in the

network; previous estimation methods have been limited to a single source. They have also focused

on busy hour plaruring, which is not always suitable in microcell networks, since busy hours also

have a spatial distribution, and have required large amounts of empirical t¡aff,rc trace datå to make

them useable, which is not always available. This work presents a new estimation method that

add¡esses these limitations by representing all traffrc sources as the output of a single underlying

process having readily available empirical paraneters. The fi¡st part of the thesis presents a terminal

mobility model that improves on previous estimation methods by quantifying the relationship

between functional space distribution and the resulting trafhc flow. The model is then extended to

estimate the IN supplementary services traffic for the same set of users, leading to a combined

estimation method for bottr sources of trafhc. The second part of the thesis describes a method of

using the estimated traffic flow for QoS dimensioning of rnicrocells, using an Erlang loss formula

with modified parameters. The modified parameters are used to account for the effect of handovers

and improve estimation accuracy, particularly where cell size is small and user density is high.

Applications of the work presented here include short and long term cell and locatiotr area layout

planning, dimensioning of signaling links for a combined terminal mobility and IN service t¡affic

and spectrum allocation for network cells.
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1. lntroduction

1.1 Motivation and Scope of Work

The t¡aff,rc patterns in ttre fixed phone network have been extensively studied and are well

understood: network dimensioning is on the basis of call blocking probability during the peak

average calling period (the busy hour). A fixed network planner is only concerned with this peak

calling raæ, which is for all the users within the area covered by a switch.

Dimensioning a cellular network is more complicated, since eaclt ceil of the network must be

dimensioned for busy hou¡ blocking probability as if it were a hxed network switch. The possibility

of dropping calls as users ¿ìre handed over to celh Jith all channels occupied further increases the

diffrculty of planning a cellula¡ network. A cellular network can have hundreds of cells and each

one must be dimensioned separately. To do this correctly, an understanding of the physical trafhc

patterns in the network is needed.

At the commencement of this work, some resea¡ch had already been done on the modelling of

physical traffic within cells. In particular, the trafhc patterlrs within a highway cell had been

studied. However, the tendencyof reducing cell size to cater for the increasing user del.rsities, along

with a shift of importance from users in vehicles to pedesuian users of mobile phones, has charged

the nature of t¡afhc patterns within cells. Many of the results applicable to highway macrocell traffic

are not appropriate in the high density pedestrian microcell environment of current and future

wireless phone networks. The next generation of cellular telephony is expected to cater for a¡eas of

high pedestrian density. Many future mobile handsets will be low power and only suitable for use in

microcells. In addition, the cheap, mass produced handsets that a¡e expected to be widely sold under

Personal Communications Service are likely to be suitable only for low speed pedestrian mobility.

This makes the understanding and estimation of traffic patterns in pedestrian microcells important

for dimensioning future networks.

A parallel trend in cellular telephony is the reuse of fixed network infrastructure, especially the

hxed signaling network t 1 I. Although fixed a¡rd cellular networks are currently almost completely

separate (being connected though a gateway) the reuse of fixed network signaling infrastructure and

the sharing of network elements between the f,rxed a¡rd mobile networks is essential to the

deployment of next generation of telecommunications services. For example, Intelligent Network

services rely on the use of common databases to provide some services; those databases must

therefore be sha¡ed between fixed and mobile networks.

The implication of signaling network integration for signaling traffic volumes is signihcart.

Signaling traffic in the Signaling System 7 network is generated both through terminal mobility and

the invocation of supplementary services. Consequently, in the future, it will be the combined

signaling uaffic of terminal mobility and IN supplementary service related signaling that will form

the basis of dimensioning the signaling infrastructure.
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The evolution of wi¡eless communications towa¡ds microcells and Intelligent Networks that

share signaling infrastrucfure has brought about a need for estimation methods that add¡ess these

developments.

The airn of this ¡esea¡ch is the development of a new estimation method that

- improves the accuracy of physical traffic flow estimation in microcells

- does not depend on previous Eaffic traces in estimating future flows a¡rd

- acco¡nts for both Intelligent Network based supplementary services and terminal mobility

signaling trafhc in a hybrid network offering both types of service over a single signaling

infrastructure.

The prilnary cont¡ibution of the work is the devefopment of a ståte transition based terminal
I

mobility model with easily obtainable empirical parameters that is also suitable for estirnating

supplementary service signaling traffic.

I .I .I Previous Work

The primary area add¡essed in this thesis where resea¡ch results have previously been published is

terminal mobility modeling. A number of relevant papers exist in this area, presenting both

theoretical mobility models and empirical estimation methods. Of the theoretical models, the most

widely used is the fluid flow model t 2 l. This model likens pedestrian lnovement past the cell

boundary to constant rate fluid flow where the flow rate is the product of pedestrian density'

pedestrian velocity and cell boundary length. An interesting property of the model is that its results

are independent of the shape of the boundary, depending only its lengtlt.

The model is based on the following assumptions:

i. user velocity is constânt and delø dist¡ibuted,

ü. flow is evenly distributed across the boundary of the cell and is proportional to the length

of the cell boundary, and

iii. flow rate is conserved ( a cell is neither a source nor a sink ).

These assumptions will be discussed individually.

The lust assumption is on the distribution of user velocity, which has generally been assumed

to be const¿nt. In reality, the velocity distribution of pedestrians inside a cell is approxirnately

gaussian, with the parameter o being a function of pedestrian density [18]. However, simulations

performed as part of this work ( see Section 3 ) have shown that for small cell sizes, the constant

velocity assumption is reasonable, especially at high user densities where the distribution tends to a

delta. More fundamenølly, the estimation of average flow does not depend on the velocity

distribution, but only the average velocity. ConsequentlY, tfte only circumstarlces where the

assumption may not lead to a good approximation is when estimating flow variation with time for a

number of adjacent cells.
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The second assumption is only valid for large, regular cells, having many uniformly distributed

access points. As cell size decreases, its shape and number of'access ports becorne more signihcant:

a long cell with two access points at each far end will have the same rate of boundary crossings as a

short one with two access points in the same relative positions. The assurnption is only valid when

the number of access ports is proportional to the length of the cell boundary, and the average flow

rate through each port is the same. This is more likely to be t¡ue in the case of macrocells rather

that microcells.

The last assumption is the most restrictive to the model's use in t¡affrc esti¡nation. A study of

trafhc patterns in an urban space reveals that cells covering space of certåin functionality act as

sources or sinks of trafñc at different times of the, dal. The most obvious example is transport

facilities such as t¡ain stations, that in an urban space are a source in the morning peak hours and a

sink during evening hou¡s. Such space has a profound influence on the trâffic patterns a¡ound it,

ald cannot be represented using the fluid flow model, which assumes that flow inside a simulation

space is conserved ( in reality, not only is flow not conserved, but neither is the toøl occupancy).

The source/sink problem extends further: even areas that conserve ttre total occupancy in the

simulation space can act as sources or sinks during the day. An example is ofhce space that, while

conserving the total occupancy of the simulation space, is a sink during the morning hours, and a

source during the evening hours.

The fluid flow model has been successfully used in a number of estimation scena¡ios and has

formed the basis for several imporønt theoretical results. However, being a theoretical model with

the coarse assumptions discussed abve, it cannot be used to predict traffic patterns at the cell level

in a real life situation for an entire network. It must be emphasised that the fluid flow model was

never intended to be used for network dimensioning, although it has been used to study the itnpact

of cell sizes on handover signaling volumes with reference to real network scenarios.
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Another model, which is more suitable to planning at a higher level of detail is the gravity

model due to Rutherford [ 3 ], which predicts traffic flow towa¡ds popular destinations. Each point

in the simulation space is heated either as a source or a sink and the prediction of flow is based on

all possible combinations of source/sink pairs for different trip purposes in the estimation space' The

name comes from its use of distance as a factor in the flow rate between two points:

tiiP -
P,o.A¡o (1)
AiP'FüP@)

i

T,io = flow between blocks i and j for trip purpose p

P¡o = trips produced at block i for pu¡pose p

Á;o = trips produced at block j for purpose p

F,ir(d)= friction factor between blocks i and j

The friction factor can be the distance between blocks I and 7 raised to some fractional power, but

Rutherford nores that it has other dependencies, including ti¡ne. The calibration of the friction

factors is the main topic of his paper, but the empirical sources for the trip volurnes are no[

elaborated.

Although the model in the form presented above ca¡rnot be used to obtain the time distribution

of flow, it could be extended to do so by making each of the variables dependent on time. The model

would then need to be calibrated for each time interval of interest,

The d¡awback of this modet is one which is common to almost all previous estimation

methods: its strong dependence on previous Íafhc traces for future esti¡nation. The friction factors

in the gravity model must be individually htted to atl points in the estimation space based on

previously observed flows. The model is not useable where such data is not already available.

The last model previously proposed is the steady state uansition rnodel due to Myskja and

Jensen t 41. This model is similar to the fluid flow model in that it uses flow conservation. It is

based on the supposition that upon entering a cell, a user will leave through one of the exit ports of

that cell with hxed probability, the total probability of exit being equal to 1. The entire simulation

space is represented as a non-absorbing Markov chain where each state represents a cell, and edges

between ståtes are paths between cells that are assigned a fixed transition probability. The steady

ståte transition rates can then be obøined from the Ma¡kov ¡ate mat¡ix for the network. The model

is simple to use and is an irnprovement over the fluid flow model in that it recognises discrete access

ports of cells, which is a more realistic representåtion tha¡r a continuous flow bounda¡y, especially

for small cells. A small cell would typically have no more than about 10 ports, in which case the

fluid flow model boundary representation would not hold.

Although the model is convenient and simple to ùse when transition probabilities are available,

it has a number of limitations:

J

where
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- the model does not address the source/sink problem discussed previously

- the model requires empirical traffic flow data from which the transition probabilities can be

derived, which is rarely available; even when such data is available, it may still not be sufficient

for the derivation of Eansition probabilities ( what is needed is the directional distribution of

t¡aff,rc, which is almost never available and must be measured ),

- the assignment of a probability of exit from a cell through a particular port can be cumbersome if

there are manY Ports and,

- the transition probabilities are time-dependent, which implies that many t¡ansition matrices would

be required to adequately describe an extended period of time -- the t¡ansition rates for each

matrix would need to be derived from observatio4s as functions of time
I

The overall lirnitations of the models can be summa¡ised as follows:

l) accuracy:

the estimation methods attempt to exüapolate observed traffic patterns without considering

underlying phenomena that generate and perturb traffic. Hence their accu¡acy is limited in a¡eas

where signihca¡rt t¡afhc flow data is not already available t 5 lt 6 l. They carìnot be used at all in

a¡eas where trafhc flow d.ata is not available.

2) static predictiotr of trffic:

none of the models are able to predict the time dist¡ibution of trafhc flow for tlLe entire day of a

point in the simulation space, although some can be extended to solne extent by making their

parameters time-dependent. Only the peak flow for the chosen busy hour can be predicted. This is a

limitation for their use in wireless networks, since the busy hour will occur at different tilnes a¡ound

places of different functionality (this will be shown later by examining real traffic traces ).

3 ) limited scalabilírylextensíbiliry :

all models are heavily tied to previously observed trafhc traces to make estimates about flow in

the simulation space, and do not take advantage of the spatial distribution of buildings. While the

existence of a fundamental relationship between space functionality distribution and traffic flow has

been noted previously, it was thought to be too complex to form the basis of a prediction model.

However, this work will show that such a relationship does indeed exist, and can be expressed

mathematically without r¡nreasonable complexity. The implication of the use of this relationship is

that predictions can be made about simulation space where traffic traces are not available, and

predictions can be made about the resulting effects on traffic flow of changing functional space

disrriburion. This is particularly important in developing cities whose topology is likely to charge irt

the furure,
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4) inability to predict IN service tffic:
it is expected that in future network the SS7 signaling,backbone will be shared by both the

wireless network component of the PCS service, and the supplementary services that make use of

IN network elements. While the signaling trafhc due to the physical mobility of users around the

simulation space is proportional to the magnitude of the physical flow across cell bounda¡ies and

ca¡r hence be predicted for the busy hour by the previous models, the signaling trafhc due to the

invocation of IN supplement¿ry services is not related to the physical movement of users. While

previous models can estimate ttre faffic generated by a user's physical movements, they cannot

estimate the usage patterns of IN supplementåry services'

1.1.2 Contributíon of This Work i

This thesis presents an estimation model that improves on the estimation resolution of previous

estimation methods, and develops a method of estimating the combined signaling trafhc resulting

form both the physical mobility of users and the usage of the IN based supplementåry services.

The improved resolution has been achieved by more accurately identifying the fundamental

factors that influence the trips taken by users in an urban space and making them the basis of the

estimation method. The model identifies quantitative relationships between the distribution of

functional space and the resulting üaffic patterns a¡ound the simulation space, and uses the time-

varying relationship between source and destination functional space to map user transitions

between different types of functional space onto the physical topology of the sirnu lation space.
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1.2 Intelligent Network and Signaling System 7

The Intelligent Network (IN) is a telecommunications network strucfure concept that was developed

primarily to speed up the introduction of supplementary services such as call waitillg and call

forwarding. However, some IN concepts are already in use in wireless networks and the hxed IN

itself is being extended to offer terminal mobility. The IN hâs two rnain components: the network

elements and thei¡ functions in service execution, and a sophisticated signaling system for inter-

element communication. This section firstly describes the components and structure of the IN, and

then the Signaling System 7 (SS7), which is the protocol used for comrnunications between IN

elements. 
¡

I .2.1 Intelligent Nenuork Structure

Figure 1.1 shows the elements of the Intetligent Network. Being oriented towards deploying new

services, the IN is described through several services-oriented views/plzures in the ITU IN

recommendations (Service, Global Functional, Distributed Functional, and Physical). Since

terminal rnobility is not represented in any of these planes, they will not be considered in detail in

this work. Only the Distributed Functional plane is relevant to signaling volume estimation,

because it specifies the structure and length of messages exchanged between network elements in the

execution of services. The generat structure of the IN as specihed in the Physical plane view is

shown in Figure 1.1.

SDP

t
a

a t
a

slgnalllng

transport

Figure 1.1 - lntelligent Network

Although a full description of the elements of the IN is beyond the scope of this document, the

functions of the elements can be summarised as follows:

Service Switching Point (SSP) is responsible for basic call processing and routing of calls to other

SSPs. It is the interface of the IN to the local loop and conlains the bulk of the functions of a

t¡aditional telephone switch. In some IN implementations, it may also play a Part in charging

SCP

network

IP SSP
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(metering ) calls. The SSP executes a Basic Call Model (BCNÐ, which is a fìnite state machine

representing the state of the call. When a user makes a call, the BCM ¡noves through states based on

the actions of the user, from the "Off-Hook" s[ate, through "Collecting Digits" to the "Null"

disconnected sråre. Each of these states is called a Point in Catl (PIC); there a¡e 31 PICs in the IN

BCM. Each PIC is potential trigger point for the invocation of a supplernentary service that ca]ì be

set at the beginning of the call. When a PIC armed with a trigger point is reached, the SSP suspends

call processing and sends a trigger notification to the SCP, which executes appropriate service logic.

When this has been done, the SCP can send a response to the SSP, which will then continue BCM

call processing.

I

Service Control Point (SCP) implements the servicelogic for IN services and is responsible for the

coordination of information flow between different elements of the IN. When it receives a trigger

notification, it executes service logic appropriate for the current service (it may need to retrieve data

from the SDP in the process) and returns the appropriate instruction to the SSP. In some cases, the

SSP rnay be instructed to connect the user to the Intelligent Peripheral (IP) which can collect dialed

digit input from the user (for example, for making a menu selection) and translate that input into an

SS7 encapsulated message to the SCP.

Signal Transfer Point (STP) implements routing functions in the Intelligent Network. Messages can

be routed through the SS7 network either by performing Global Title Translation (GTT) at the

Signaling Connecrion Control Part (SCCP) level, or by Destination Point Code (DPC) at the

Message Transfer Part (MTP) level of SS7 (see Section L2.2.L for derails ). GTT is generally used

for such functions as mapping toll free 800 numbers to real numbers, while DPC routing is

generally used in normal Íansactions between SCP, SDP and SSPs that are awa¡e of each other's

network address. GTT routing procedures are not considered in this wolk, which assumes solely

DPC routing.

Service Data Point ISDP) is a heterogeneous database that can hold user locations, service prohles

and account information. Its role is in ranslating labels/numbers to network addresses, maintaining

user prohles, including their subscription to different supplementary services, and storing call

records.

Inteltigent Periplrcral (IP) cornects to the SSP to play messages to the user and collect dialed

responses from the user.

1 .2.2 Signalíng System 7

IN nenpork entities communicate with each other using the SS7 protocol. The different layers of the

protocol are shown in Figure 1.2. The simulation presented in following sections is based on

elements of the SS7 specihcation, especially the Mobile Application Part (MAP). To assist in

Estinration of Signaling Traffic for Networks with Terminal Mobility - M.Ostrowski l4



understanding the simulation, a brief description of each layer is given here. A full description of

the SS7 protocol is beyond the scope of this document; for more details see references

t7l t8l t9l t 101 [1 1] and the ITU Recommendations.

The specific relevance of the different layers of SS7 to this work are as follows:

i. The Message Transfer Pa¡t (MTP) and Signaling Connection Control Part (SCCP) framing

overhead is considered to obtain packet sizes for terminal mobility and supplementary services

messages. These higher level messages are ca¡ried between network entities by the MTP layer.

ii. The Mobile Application Part (MAP) defines procedures and message structures for handover and

location update related signaling. These procedur,es are explained in detail in section 1.3.2.

iii. The Intelligent Network Application Part (INAP) will coexist with MAP in the future PCS

network where fixed and mobile signaling infrastructure is combined. INAP dehnes the

signaling procedures and message structures for supplementary services. These a¡e discussed in

section 1.2.2.5 and Appendix A .

n x 64kbps link

MTP levels 1-3

SCCP

TCAP

INAPMAP

Figure 1.2 - Signaling System No 7

1.2.2.1 Message Transfer Part

MTP has three layers, corresponding roughly to the fust three layers in the OSI model. MTP level I

is responsible for framing and physical level t¡ansmission. MTP level 2 handles link level error

control and sequencing of packets. MTP level 3 is responsible for the routing of packets between

diffe¡ent network entities. For the puposes of this work, it will be assurned that routiDg between IN

elements is transparent and the only significance of MTP is in the framing overhead it generates --

the structure of the MTP message is not importånt, only its length is used. Reransnission due to

errors is also not considered, nor are traffrc balancing procedures for dist¡ibuting message volutnes

evenly among different routes. Such details are beyond the scope of this work. The MTP packet

srucrure diagram in Figure 1.3 shows the number of overhead framing bits, which is the same for

all MTP messages.
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Figure 1.3 - MTP frame format

1.2.2.2 Signaling Connection Contol Part

The Signating Connection Control Part (SCCP) is defined as a layer above MTP3. It is responsible

for end-ro-end routing, including Global Title Translation functionality, has additional addressing

capabitity, and also optionally provides a coûiection orientated service for the higher layers of SS7'

SCCP dehnes two service classes, providing connection-oriented or connectionless service at

differing degrees of reliability. As with MTP, the specific protocol procedures implernented by this

layer are not importånt to this work -- only the framing overhead of this layer is considered, which

va¡ies according to the message contents It is aSsumed that a transparent message transport ls

provided to services above this layer.

1.2.2.3 Transaction Capabilities Part

TCAP is a layer above SCCP that is simila¡ to the OSI (Open Systems Interconnection) Session

layer. The layers beneath TCAP provide the basic functionality required for transport of queries and

updates between network elements. The TCAP provides direct capabilities for full query and update

transactions. Typically, a multi-part transaction will commence with a TC Begin message

contåining the appropriate parameters from a higher protocol (application) Iayer. The TC End

message terminates the transaction and associated SS7 logical connection between the source and

destination network entities. The basic functionality of TCAP is simple -- the complexity of this

protocol layer lies in the variety of messages that can be carried by the basic TCAP mechanism. As

with the lower layers, the detailed protocol procedures of TCAP such as error recovery are not used

in this work, although there is some overlap with higher layer specihcations, in that tra¡rsactions

such as location updates are represented in the higher layers as TCAP transactions where the

parameters and message sequences a¡e described by the higher layers. Like SCCP, the framing

overhead of TCAP is variable and must be considered for each message individually.
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1.2.2.4 Mobile Application Part

The MAP is an application level protocol that is used i¡ mobile tel'¡ninal [ânsactions such as

location updates and handovers. Channel allocation, signal strength measurement and register

updates befween a Home Location Register and Visitor l¡cation register a¡e done through the MAP.

This work uses MAP specification to the extent of estimating the volu¡ne of signaling traff,rc

per handover or location update generated in the SS7 backbone, explained in detail in Sections

1.3.2.1and 1.3.2.2.

1.2.2.5 Intelligent Network Applicalion Pørt

The INAP is used by different elemenfs of the IN to implement supplementary services. Basic Call
I

Model Detection Points and register queries are INAP protocol entities. The ITU INAP

recommendations were used in this work to estimate the number of detection points and queries

executed in the course of supplementary servicê usage and the number of SS7 b¡es contained in

each such message. For example, to obtain the signaling traffic generated as part of a IN forwa¡ded

call, the relevant INAP signaling procedures were obtained from the ITU recommendations. These

procedures specify the messages exchanged between the SSP, SCP and SDPs; the length of each

message can be derived from the parameters of the ¡nessage and the frarning overhead of the lower

Iayers of SS7.

1.2.3 Interfaces

Figure 1.4 shows the interfaces between network elements in the IN, as dehned in this work [ 12].

Note that the ITU Recommendations have a slightly different dehnition of these ilrterfaces, as

terminal rnobility is not supported in the current IN model, but is the subject of standa¡disation

work. The interfaces are implemented through nx64kbps signaling links, often dedicated channels

on normal trunk groups.

R

A

BSS Ba-se Station System

PCSC PCS Switching Center

SCP Service Conl¡ol Point

HLR Home Location Register

VLR Visitorlocation Register

IP lntelligentPeripheral

Figure 1.4 - Definition of interfaces
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o
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IP

VLR

PCSC

SCP HLR
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The BSS conEols handovers between cells and comprises the Basestation Controller (BSC) and

Basesratio¡ Transceivers (BTS). A BSC cont¡ols a singlo location area (see Section 1.3-2.2)

contåining multiple cells each with ils BTS. When a user moves between cells controlled by the

same BSC, no signaling faffic is generated on the A interface -- the handover is done autonomously

by the BSC. This means that the location of a user is always linown down to the location area level.

Within a location area, the BSC locates a user through paging broadcasts.

The pCSC is equivalent to the SSP, but also implements the terminal mobility switching

functions of the Mobile Switching Centre (MSC) discussed in the next section. The HLR

corresponds to the SDP under IN terminology and contains user profiles and their locations. The

VLR is also an SDP, acting as a cache at the PCSC f7 data from the HLR'
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1.3 Terminat MobilitY

L3.I Description of the Current Generatíon Cellular Netu'ork

The elements of the current generation cellula¡ network a¡e shown in MS Mobile Station

Figure 1.5, and are a subset of the combined Intelligent Network witlt

terminal mobility shown in Figure 1.4. A user changing cells can cause signaling traff,rc either

during the course of a conversation or when the phone is in the standby mode. The former requires a

handover procedure, which can either be an intra location-area handover that does not require the

involvement of any network entities apart form the conúolling BSC, or ca¡r be inter location area,
I

which requires communication between adjacent BSC over the SS7 network a¡rd intervention froln

the MSC, to update location registers. The latter only requires action when the cell change is across

location areas. In this case, tlre location registers at the MSC must be updated. It is possible also to

generate signaling traffic at the SS7 level by turning on a previously powered down handset.

Although this action will generate signaling information at the MSC level, it is not analysed in this

work.

The Home and Visitor Location Registers (HLR/VLR) contain databases corresponding to the

SDP in the IN that hold the location of a user down to the location area level and other information

such as account det¿ils. The HLR and VLR are updated during a locatioll update or handover

between location a¡eas.

MS

MS Mobile Slation

Figure 1.5 - Cellular Network Elements

The handover and location update processes are significantly more cornplex than is descriþd here.

Additional cornplexity arises from channel allocation, and signal strength measurelnents. Most of

these concerns are independent of ttre SS7 signaling trafirc, and do not need to be considered in

traffrc analysis.

N.

BSSBSS BSS BSS
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1 .3.2 Characterisation of Terminal Mobility

L3.2.1 Handover at Location Area Level

Figure 1.6 shows the information flow for a handover at the location area level. Fttrdovers within a

single location area cont¡olled by a single BSC a¡e executed autonomously and do lìot generate

signaling traff,rc at the MSC level (the A interface). However, when an active mobile handset leaves

a location area, an inter-BSC handover must be performed.

MSC VLR

Figure 1.6 - Handover between location areas

L3.2.2 Location Updates

Location updates are used to minimise the amount of paging required to locate a Mobile Station

(MS). The location of a mobile is always lnown at the location a¡ea level. This is achieved through

location update messages between the mobile and MSC when the location a¡ea boundary is crossed.

Figure 1.7 shows the exchange of messages which results from a location area charge between

MSCs. This particular figure refers specifically to the GSM st2ndard, but the procedure is identicaì

in other systems and generates the same amount of signaling t¡affic at the MSC level.

MS BSS MSC VLR2 HLR

Uodate
Locätion Area VLRl

Send
from

eters

Figure 1.7 - Location Area Update
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2. Traffic Modelling

This section develops the estimation method that is the main contribution of this

work is presented as follows:

. Secúon 2.1.1 describes how physical flow dist¡ibution is derived from functional space

distributions,

. Sections 2.1.1.1 and 2.L.t.2 explain the relationship between physical flow and handover

messages and offered calling traffic respectively,

. Section 2.1.2 connæts the flow of users befween functional space types witlt IN service usage

and resulting signaling traffic, and

. Section 2.3 develops a queuing model for the microcelt that can be used in estimating blocking

probabilities in each cell in the network. The queuing model was developed because the tmditional

Erlang formula used in estimation blocking probability in fixed network is inaccurate for cellula¡

networks, especially where cell size is small.

To verify the validity of the model, a simulation was done on a space for which flow

distributions were available. The results of this simulation are presented in Secúon 3'
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2.1 Markov Model for Intelligent Network with Terminal Mobility

Plalning for the busy hour in the traditional sense is not appropriate in cellular systems, since

events in the celtular network have a strong spatial as well as temporal locality. The 'busy hour' is

at different times for different places. An additional complication inherent to networks where

common infrastructure is used to support all forms of mobility is the dependency between the st¿te

of the user and their calling behaviou¡. The tot¿l signaling trafhc a user generates is the

superposition of the handoverflocation update traffrc which results from their physical movements,

and the MAP and TCAP SS7 signaling which results from their calling behaviour.

In the course of the day, a user is likely to change state several times, depending on their

activities. For a typical city space, many users will undergo similar changes in state, as their

activities a¡e simila¡ in nature. It has been found, for inst¿nce, that different ofhce buildings in a

city exhibit consistent traffic flow distributions over time (signatures) [13]. Such effects are the

result of large groups of people engaging in similar activity - in other words, undergoing changes of

state at the same time, for the same set of states.

A general representâtion of any user's activity during the day can be described by a continuous

time absorbing Markov chain, where a state in the chain describes the user's current state and the

transition probabilities are time distributed. The set of all søtes is called S, while the set of all time

distributed transition probability functions is catled F. The variables t urd f¡(t) represent elements

from S and F respectively. Any trip can be described by specifying two sequences 1s,J and [flt)) :

{r, } = {s, ,s, s3 ,. .. JN }

{f ̂ a\ = {f,(t), fr(t), Ír(t),..'/" (t)} ( 2 )

wlrere s,eS f,U)e

f, (t) fr.r (t)

TheÍ¡(t)are derived from empirical data. For most simulation space, N is small if we consider an

exact division of space into functional groups. The main sources of trafhc a¡e froln office, transport,

shopping, restaurant and ¡ecreational space. Each of these types of space exhibits a consistelìf. traffic

signature [22].

Particular instances of space exist which are not easily characterised, such as university

grounds, or building complexes with mixed functionality. Because the space can contain more than

one functionality, users can change state within the space without moving outside the space.

To overcome the problem, fhe space can be freated as a unique state, with its own flow

signature and transition rates. lnternal transitions within the space are ignored, and the average

transition rate is assigned to the entire space. Such t¡alsition rates tnust be obtained elnpirically.
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The sets S and f then no longer consist of only st¿tes with fundamental functionality such as ofhce

space, but also contain compound ståtes and corresponding tirne distributed transition probabilities.

Transition groups of the form Si-+{S¡-+S.¡*r-+...S¡*^J-JS' have a corresponding f/t) wrth

symmetrical forwa¡d and reverse components and are called return trips. All other frips a¡e called

random and do not follow a predefined path around the simulation space. There is a direct analogy

between a user's slate and the type of space that they occupy, because the user's trip objective will be

the utilisation of a particular type of space. Therefore, the same notation Si is used to represent both

a type of space and a user's ståte.

2.1.1 Derivation of Spatíal User Movement 
,

To derive flow distribution, we divide the simulation space into a matrix of cells C of

dimensions MxN. The t¡affic flow through any cell Ci in the mauix will be distributed with time,

ard will be the superposition of the flow though the cell from every other cell in the simulation

space. Consequently, we must calculate the flow emanating from every cell in the matrix, and take

the fraction of flow which is in the di¡ection of C¡.

The polar distribution of flow from any cell will be a function of the density distribution of a

particular type of destination space a¡ound that cell, and the distance of that space from the cell. The

volulne of traffic will be a function of the rate of transitions towards that type of space at any titne.

Assurning that the flow signaturesf¡(t) ue consistent for different physical instances ol S¡, and

the number of users in state Si in a cell is proportional to the density of space S¡ in that cell, we can

determine the absolute flow rate from any cell by dividing the total number of users in the entire

simulation space by the ¡elative density of the particular space type in that cell.
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The pedestrian traffic originating from a cell in the simulation space is a product of the flow

rate for a space type s at time r, and the relative density of that space type in that cell.

Superimposing Íaffic for each type of space in that cell gives the tot¿I trafhc from that cell. If the

simulation space is represented by a matrix on MxN cells, then, for a cell at (x'y)

total -tr affic - Sener ated (x, Y,t) :

) ) s(s,a,r¡
td

MN

) ) P(s'x'r)

p(s,x, !)

¡=0 y=Q

where S = { ofhce, hansport, shopping, food, recreation }

þ = { forward, return, random }

g(s,d,r) =traffic emanating from tpå"" typ" t

in di¡ection d at time t.

(3)

p(s, x, y) = ¿g¡sity of space type s in cell ('r, y)'

The direction of this traffic will be disnibuted proportionally to the polar density dist¡ibution of

destination space, weighted with distance:

õls,.r, t,a)= io,r, i, i).expl o(li- À*l,t-yl)]
v(i, j)eC
(¡, j )+(x,y)

/ i-v\ (4)
(i, j)eC iff uctanl 

- le [ù,Az]\t-x/
p( s, x, y ) = densitY for sPace tYPe s

07,02 are angles from ( i, j ) subtending ( x, y )

The effect of this is that, for example, most lunchtime shopping trips from an office will be towards

a major shopping cent¡e if one is nea¡by, but the proportion of this trafirc will decrease and shift

towards smaller facilities nearby if the distånce increases. Similarly, comrnùters are likely to choose

the railway starion nearest their off,rce for the forward arìd return trips ( ùe maxilnum likely walking

distance to the office from the station is called its sphere of influence ), While walking distalce

probabiliry distribution data is available for different types of trips, we use the exponential

distribution as a reasonable approximation [ 14 ].

What remains is to determine the proportion of totat traffic emanating frorn a cell that is

destined towards each type of destination space. For example, the rnajority of trafhc from office

space during lunchtime will be distributed between food, shopping and recreational facilities, and

only a negligible percentage will be towards Eansport. This attraction factor is a consequence of

movement through state space, and is related to the varying proportions of the state transitions

described previously, at different times of the day.

The pedestrian flow through a cell in the simulation space is then a superposition of the flow

through that cell from every other cell in the simulation space. Some trafhc f¡om other cells will

stop at destinations in ttre direction of the cell before that cetl is reached. Therefore, the proportion
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of trafhc passing through that cell is I - ( ratio of trafhc in direction of cell terminating before the

cell and the total traffic in that direction ), written as p/Prou

The equation joining all of the concepts discussed above can be written as

fi|":,ul',,,' 
r, e)' ae . p,, (i, il a(s,' s, ). g 

" 
(t). e, (x, v)

wh¿re ô(sr, .r, y, 0) - polar density of space s,

at (x,y)in direction0

Pr, (t, i) = relative density of space s,

a(s, , s, ) = fraction of trafic from s, towards s,

8",(t) - flow rate fromspactisrattinet

(5)

The function e(x,y) requires further explanation.

For any large space such as a railway stâtion, a limited number of access points to the space

will exist. If the separation of these access points is signifrcantly larger than the simulation cell size,

concentrared flow around the access points will be observed. The function e(x,y) is defined as

xflo*( !,t) =
ss
T>

T

T
(,i)eY

(t,t)a(t,r)

e(x,y):

where n" = number of ceils in group

no = number oÍ access cells in cell group

(6)

The effect of discrete access points is only observed if the simulation cell size if sufficiently sma-ll.

The interpretation of the output from the model is important. Traf[rc between origin and

destination will not be in a stmight line, but will flow along the street grid [ 15]. To consider this

effect, we superirnpose a matrix of st¡eets a¡rd their relative capacities over the simulation space

matrix (streets are generally dimensioned for the peak flow rate they carry, so the relative capacity

of every street can be said to be the same for calculation purposes).

The flow of trafñc between two cells is therefore the fraction of the toral traffic in the direction

of the destination cell which uses a street passing through the cell whose flow signature is being

calculated.

2.l.l.I HandoverTrffic

The signaling traffic resulting from terminal mobility is the product of mobile terminal penetration,

the flow rate through the location area and the number of SS7 bytes per handover message.

Lo(t) = M.flow(A.,t).nrr, (7 )

where n c 
{{ 

x,t \x e [0, ru, I, r . [0, rur 1]

n"lno (x,y) is an access cell

0 otherwise
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A represents the group of simulation cells comprising the location a¡ea' The flow rate to a¡d frorn a

Iocation a¡ea is largely dependent on the shape and size of the location a¡ea, and the distribution of

trafhc through the day. The number of SS7 bytes generated per handover or location update is given

in Appendix A.

2.1.1.2 Offered Cøll Trffic

The offered calt load in a¡ry cell is proportional to the number of users occupying that cell at any

time. This number consists of users who are stationary inside the cell and those users that a¡e

passing through the cell. The first component can be found by dividing ttre tot¿l number of users in

a pafticular state by the relative density of the space -corresponding to that state at ' --
I

The second component can be found by integrating the total flow

average sojourn time through the cell. For small cell sizes, such as

this approach is suffrciently accurate. For much larger cell sizes, ti

must be considered. In that case, the steady-ståte cell occupancy can bt

f (v(s),t).r
dsf'Ø= I

v^ v( s)

where v(s) is the velocity distribution of users through

The equation essentially partitions the Eaff,rc into groups that sha¡e a consta

v¡¡ to vr* depends on the velocity disribution being used. Typical veloc

rurrow range, with/x, r)-0 for xcV.¡o ând x)V.*.

A difficulty a¡ises in differentiating those users that would use the cellula¡ microcell network

to make a call from those that would either use a hxed phone or an indoor wireless network.

Therefore, we assume that all stationary users would not use the cellular network. The validity of

this assumption depends on the sEucture of the wireless network(s) in the silnulation space, and the

functionality of wireless PCS phones. As PCS networks are deployed, this assumption calì b€

refined.

2.1.2 Signalíng Trffic Due to IN Services

To evaluate the signaling load from personal mobility and supplementary services, we lnust

firsr cha¡acterise the calling behaviour of a user in a given stâte. This is done by speciflng a set of

patameters: the calting rate, and the rate of usage of each of the supplementary services we wish to

consider. Each supplementary service has a trigger prohle which is loaded into the switch during

the call set up phase, when the user service profile is reûieved from the HLR. The number of trigger

points in this profile can be used as an estimate of the signaling uafhc between the SSP and SCP'

over the N interface t 16lt 171. Where mulúple services share a single trigger point, only one query

is launched. The total number of trigger points per call can be found by Ofung the trigger points for

each service in the service set. In addition to the calling behaviour of a user in a given state,
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invocations of services can be associated with transitions between states. For example, call screening

is Iikely to be invoked when users leave the office to go to lunch, and removed on their re[urn.

The volume of SCP queries is the superposition of those queries which result from calling

behaviour of a user in a given state and those which occur due to a t¡ansition betwee¡r ståtes. In

addition to signaling directly related to physicat movement, represented by handovers and location

updates, traffic can be generated by botfr the existence of users in a certain state, and the transitions

of users betwepn states. This is particularly applicable in the IN case, where the invocation of

services is related to the state of the user rather that their physical location. users in an ofhce space

use different services and generate different traffic to those who are shopping, or going home.

Using the simulation model, it is possible to calculate the toøl rates of transition between all pairs of

sarcs as well as the number of users in a given ,or" Larly time'

Estimations can be made about the trafhc generated by transitions. For example, call screening

is likely to be invoked when users leave the office to go to lunch, and removed on their return. This

kind of behaviour has important implications for the signaling load in the network, as will be shown

in the next section.

The signaling trafhc observed at the SCP/SSP level is a superposition of the trafhc generated

by users existing in a certain state at time t, and the traffrc generated by users moving between states

at time f:

SCP queries (t) =
RS
\\ state- occupancy(s,l) . slatic- generation-rate (r, s, t)

. s ignalling - tr afi c - vol ume(r)

RSS
+ I t t tra¡tsilion- rate (sl, s2, t) . transition- generation- rate (r, s7, s2)

r s1s2

. s i g n all in g - tr afftc - v ol ume (r)

(e)

where R is lhe set of semtces

The static and transition generation rate functions are fractions of the total users that use the service

r while in state s at time r. The state_occupancy function is obtained by integrating the

transition rate fiirction, which is itself calculated by summing over the entire sirnulation space the

flow of users between space pairs s1 and s2 . These calculations are done nurnerically.

What is especially useful is that if a new service can be cha¡acterised in terms of usage probability ilt

different types of states and transitions, as is the case for many of the services described in the

current IN recommendations, then the impact of the new service on the signaling traffic at the

network level can be evaluated, for an arbitrary level of service penetration.
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2.2 Short Term Terminal Mobility Phenomena

So far, we have only discussed methods of predicting time averaged t¡afhc flow. However, in any

simulation cell, the average flow rate will vary signihcantly over short periods of time, say one

minute. If we observe the flow rate through a cell in this time frame, the difference between

minimum and maximum flow can typically be a factor of two figure 2' 1)'
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Figure 2.1 - Minute by minute variation in pedestrian flow

Two phenomena dominate pedestrian flow at this level:

a) Platoortíng

This effect is the result of pedesfians walking in groups and interfering with other pedestrians.

A single group will impede pedestrians following it, and a platoon will form.

The severity of platooning is dependent on the density of pedestrian trafhc and the walking speed, or

more sirnply the average flow rate (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 - Comparison of average and platoon flow rate

Since a critical parameter for dimensioning a cellular network is the peali flow rate, we represent

platooning as the maximum expected flow rate in a short timeframe compared to the average flow

rate.

TT'Ï
* îTT1
lTt'
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Table 2.1 shows values of peak flow rate compared to average flow rate. The flow is per metre

of sidewalk. These factors can be used in estimating peak flow', once the average flow is known.

Table 2.1 - Peak flow factors

Flow rate (persons/miry'm) 2 4 o I 10

Platoon factor 2.00 1,85 1 .70 1.55 1.40

The short term effects of platooning do not alter call blocking probability, which should be

calculated from the average flow rate. However, call dropping probability is affected by platooning,

and the adjusted number should be used in this case. From a user's perspective, call dropping

probabitity is a more critical parameter in perceived service quality than call blocking, because of

the inconvenience associated with dropped calls.

Network dimensioning can account for the greater importance of low call dropping probability

by assigning a threshold value for the maximum number of occupied channels which is less tha¡r

the tot¿l available number of channels. The unused channels are reserved for calls which a¡e handed

over ftorn adjacent cells. The number of reserved channels is selected to give the desired call

dropping probability.

b) Trffic Signals

When a red traffic signal prevents movemenq pedestrians will accumulate on either side of the

traffic signal at a constant rate. The time during which pedestrians accumulate varies from about 20

to 50 seconds. The former value is usual for streets of smaller capacity, while the latter is used for

larger avetrues.

A si¡nulation cell conøining a traffic signal wilt exhibit a peakedness in the trafhc apart frorn

nolnal platooning effects. Although traffrc signals have no effect on the average flow rate across the

boundary of the cell, they have a significant impact on the maxirnum cell occupancy, which in tur¡r

affects the peak offered call ftaffic.

The pealr occupancy in a cell with a Eaffic signal wittr shortest green tirne ts carì be expressed

AS

p:l^T" *1"t,
2

where I"r: ftow rate to cell from smaller street

1,, = flow rate to cell from I arg er street

T" = aYerage cell sojourn time

lr: shortest signal green time

2

(10 )
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2.2.1.l Speed I Density Relationship

The density of traffic flow affects not only the average flow velocity, but also the range of flow

velocity. Depending on density, the amount of interference between pedestrians va¡ies, a¡rd so the

flow can vary from free to impeded to congested. The dist¡ibution of walking speed versus flow

density reflects this as can be seen in Figure 2.3, areaJ-life measurement'
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Figure 2.3 - Range of speeds at different densities

For the purposes of simulation, the relationship between speed and density plays an irnportant role

in estirnatilrg the maximum average flow rate at any time. For a given I'low rate along a footpath

t¡rough a cell, we calculate the resulting density and hence speed. In this way, we can deterrnine a)

the amount of platooning in a cell and b) the average cell occupancy.

A number of empirical relationships exist between speed and density. A complete treaÛnent of these

can be found in [ 18 ].
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2.3 Microcell Call Process Characterisation

It has been shown that call arrivals and service time distributions a¡e different for the microcell than

for the frxed telephony case. The calling population inside a microcell can change rapidly with time,

giving rise to additional call arrivals and departures. These consist of calls that are handed over to

the cell while they are in progress, and those calls ttrat originate in the cell and a¡e handed over to

another cell while the call is still in progress.

'We consider a cell where pedesnians enter one side of the cell, travel through the cell in a

fixed amount of time, and leave the other end of the cell. Note that this has the same traffic

properties as cells with bidirectional traffic and cllls with more than one direction of motion,

provided that all paths through the cell have the same sojourn times. The fundamental assumption is

that cell sojourn time is constant. This approximation is valid when pedestrian traffic is congested,

with signif,rcant interactions between pedestrians. This is the case in high density urban areas during

periods of high flow rate. In the case where paths through the cell of significantly different length

exist, the analysis can be easily extended by partitioning the t¡afhc into separate st¡eams with

different cell sojourn times.

The following deluritions are used:

t¡= callholding time, exponentially distributed with meanT¡

1, = cell sojourn time

/" = remaining cell sojourn time after call origination inside cell

L" = call arrival mte for calls originated inside cell

Àp = arnvalrate of active mobile terminals into cell

The offered traffic in the cell comprises:

a) calls that a¡e handed over from other cells

This ca¡r be further divided into calls that terminate in the cell and those that continue on to the next

cell. The fraction of calls that enter the cell and continue to the next cell is given by the expression

T,/
P(tn, T,)=e- n^ ( 11 )

It is obvious that where the sojourn time is not much greafer than the mean holding time, the

fraction of catls which continue through to the next cell is not negligible and must be considered.

This is the case in the microcell with radius less than -400m , and any sized cell where signif,rcant

paths exist for which the sojourn time is not much greater than the mean call holding tirne.
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b) calls that are initiated in the cell

These calls can also be subdivided into those that complete inside the cell a¡rd those that do not.

Those calls that complete inside the cell have exponentially distributed holding times. The

dist¡ibution of call holding times for those calls which continue to the next cell is assumed to be

uniform, that is a call is equally likely to start at any point in the cell. In this case, the call holding

time is equal to the remaining sojourn time with distibution

h" o <r" <l
otherwíse

(12)

Hence for a given remaining sojourn time t,, uniformly distributed, the probability of a handover is

p,tr")=f
0 I

P(t¡ > t,l =fi
- t/-

e /t' .¿r-ToT, T,
l-e

_ry'r, (13 )

Figure 2.4 shows values for the fraction of calls which a¡e ha¡rded over to the next cell, for

different values of sojourn time.
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2.3.1 Queuittg Modelfor Cell

Using the above results, a queuing model can be developed for the rnicrocell. We take advantage of

the assumption that all arrivals in the system a¡e Poisson.

The components of the total call arrival rate into the cell a¡e

L" = arivalrate of continuing calls to cell that are subsequently handed over

L," = a¡ivalrate of calls originated in cell that are subsequently handed over

L" = arrival rate of continuing calls to cell that terminate in cell

L"= anivalrate of calls originated in 
¡ell 

that terminate in cell

Using the results from the previous section

_r,1
7,o,=)",Ì"oTne /t^

À _\"Tn

(14)
I -r,/.\

)v o" =7v')' oT^l I - ¿ t'^'
'\ )

r"." = r." 
[r 

-+(t -,'n^)f

These equations are useful in calculating the proportions of handed-over calls compared to calls

originated in the cell when provisioning for spare channels to achieve the desired call dropping rate.

Calls that are handed over are usually treated with a higher priority than originating calls' because

the failure to assign a charmel for such a call means that a call in progress is dropped, rather than a

new call being blocked.

Since all arrivals are Poisson, we represent the cell as a MlGlclc queue, cornbining the handed

over arrivals and new calls originated in the cell. The handed over calls have a total arrival rate of

),, = ),o,+L*and the calls originated in the cell have an a¡rivat rate of Lz = L" + )"* = ¡,.

The expected channel occupancy times are derived using results froIn [ 19 ] and [ 20 ]' For a

new call originating in the cell, ttre holding time is

st = mîn (th, t')

where f, has the disnibutionp"(r), def,rred previously

nc T
J
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The expected cha¡nel occupancy time of a new call is

where

For a call handed over from another cell, the channel occupancy time is given by

I

sz = min ( t¡,T" )

with expected value

E r s, t : r,, - {f, - p: e ̂
 
)f- r n - +lt - +(, -,'n^))

E[r' ] = r h(t - p; (r h¡¡ = r 
^(r 

- rt/')

where p;(r^)= !{n 
^(r, 

)} : /{¡(t, - r, )} = r-'l^

p: (r n ) = !{p,en ù =fl - rt/'^)

( 15 )

(16)

( 17 )

For the MlGlclc queue, the probability distribution of occupied channels is the same as for the

MlMlclc queue, and is givenby:

p,(n)=

>i=,0 I

where

9=Ìuê[\]+]vrU[sr]

OnIy the quantities L, \ and T¡ are næÀeÀ in the above equation; all other quantities are derived

from these. L and T¡ arc independent pafameters which are an input to the simulation model

presented previously, whereas Àp is the estimated flow into the cell as given by equation (4)' an

output from the simulation model.
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3. Results

To verify the analytical model, a Zlan by 2lan block of downtown Manhattarl was used in a

simulation. This space was chosen because of the availability of flow data for comparison with

simulation outputs and has a regular street grid, which simplihes simulation.

This section describes the simulation performed to veriff the model presented in Section 2.

Section 3.1 describes:

- the simulation Program structure

- simulation outputs i

- the functional space distribution in the simulation space

- existing flow patterns for particular space types

- state transitions for trips taken within the simulation space

- rnobility parameters for the simulation space, including service penetration levels.

These sections follow quite closely the derivations in Section 2 and describe how empirical data is

used in the equations derived in Sections 2'I'l nd2.l-2.

Secrion 3.2 presents the flow output of the simulation model, giving both the space and time

flow distributio¡s i1 the space considered, as derived in Section 2.l.l. Section 3.3 gives the

signaling uafhc levels for the simulation space, as derived in Section 2.1.2. Sectioll 3.4 discusses the

results of the model in comparison with previous models.
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3.1 Simulation DescriPtion

3.1.1 Símulation Program

The simulation program consisted of approximately 5000 lines of C++ code, initially developed

under MS Windows and later ported to UNIX.

The program input consisted of ASCII text files conøining i¡formation on

- the density dist¡ibutions of space of different

urba:r space

tunc¡ionalitr, derived from functional maps of the

- traffic flow signatures from spaces of particular functionality

- ûre street grid and cell layout of the simulation space

An intermediate processing module generated polar density distributiorl infolrnation froln the

functional densiry data, as described in Section 2.1.1.

The flow processing component of the program produced the flow versus time vectors for each

simulation cell, catculated as the sum of flows from all other cells in the simulation space.

The output formatting component converted the simulation output binary data files into either

spatial heat maps or time disfibuted point flow signatures, suitable for irnport into the Matlab

graphing module for display.

The code was ported to IINIX as it was very memory a¡rd CPU intensive. The simulation tirne was

âpproximately 4 hours on a Sun SPARCstation 10 for the given urban area, and intermediate data

hles for passing information between program components were typically between 5 and l0 Mb ill

STZE.

The model yielded the flow dist¡ibution for the space for the time between 7:30a¡n ard 9:00prn. The

outputs can be summarised as follows:

i. the spatial distribution of flows at different times was obtained by calculating the flows through

each cell in the network --this is presented in the form of heat maps which show the number of

pedestrians passing through a cell per 15 minutes (this is a t5'pical sampling period for real-life

pedestrian flow measurementl22)) at different times of the day,

ii. the simulation output of the time distribution of flow at different points was found and compared

with previously measured flow data,
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iii. the signaling traffic resulting from terminal mobility (handovers a-¡rd location updates) together

with the traffic generated by supplementary services was calculated.

The other contributions of this work -- the estimation of blocking probability for microcells

with modified parameters for the Erlang loss formula, and the use of short tenn mobility phenornena

in the estimation of peak flow were not æsted and a¡e presented as a theoretical ¡esults.

i

'¡
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3. 1.2 De,scription of SinrulaÍion Space

The estination model requires the density distribution of functional space: lhese rvere

obtained from functional rnaps of the ciry and are shown in Figures 3 . I to 3 .5. For clariq'.

the pþsical fealures of the ciry such as streets are not shown. The labeling on the axes is

arbitrary -- thc dcnsity nìaps shor¡, an aerial vicrv of the scction of the cily being

considered.
Five tJpes of space were identified in the simulation: offlce, transport, slìopping,

restaurant and recreational. These were the only types of space with significant densif in

the dor,vntorvn area. The distributions u'ere obtained by digitising a functional distribution

map of downtown Manhattan.
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3.1.3 Flow signatures for particular space types

The following recurring flow patterns (catled signatures in civil engineering) were obtained by

sampling and averaging real-life flows around instances of space with a particulil functionality in

the Manhatran urban space L22).Tlte forwa¡d naffic is that which emanates from the space that will

eventually return to the space, the reverse Eafftc being the corresponding relurning flow. The

random component emanates from the space without returning. This component of traffic requires

that flow be conserved by an equivatent inflow from surrounding cells.
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3.1 .4 Types of triPs considered

To obtain the resulting flow patterns for the simulation space given the functional space

dist¡ibutions and space flow signarures above, the distribution of transition rates between different

space types is required.

The majority of pedestrian t¡aff,ic is generated by the following trips ttnough state space:

a) Commuting

This generates returntrips between transport facilities ( eg.a t¡ain søtion ) and ofhce space. The

forward trips peak in the morning, with the reverse 
¡in, 

which occurs along the same route in the

aftemoon.

b) Lunchbreak

This is su6ivided into two components. Firstly, trips to food and recreational facilities ( eg. parks)

are likely tobe return trips ( ie. returning along the s¿Lme route ). A percentage of trips to shoppirtg

space will also be return friPs.

The other t¡pe of trip originating from the office during lunchtime is a random trip ( eg. walk

through park, shopping without specific pupose ) for which the forwa¡d and return paths are

different.

c) Shopping exchange trafhc

A large percentåge of random trips to shops will create new random trips towards other shops.

Randomtrips will also be generated towards transport/food/recreational facilities.

d) Trips to city for shoPPing

These a¡e characterised by random trafhc f¡om transport facilities to shopping space.

office

foodoffice office

shopping

recreation

officeoffice food

shopping

shopping shopping

shopping
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3.1.5 Simulation Parameters

We assurne the following parameters for the PCS network l23lt24)t251

Table 3.1 - PCS network Parameters

Outgoíng Calls

Call Rate Holding time

Incorning Calls

Office

Trarsport

Shop

Restaura.nt

Recreation

Mobile terminal

UPT

Call H old wíth Voicemail

Credit Calls

Call Screening

180

80

120

50%

30%

60%

10/" ol all outcalls

80%

J

0.5

1

0

1

i
0

Call Rate Holding time

180

BO

120

BO

240

* lncoming call rate is dependent on time of day, not location of recipienl. Assume average call rate of 2 per hr normally. and 0.5

per hr during lunch a¡ld outside business hours. Noæ that incoming calls which are screened still generate detection point and

database query traffìc.

Table 2.2 - Penetration rates of serv¡ces

Penetration rates

Notes

1) Mobile users do not subscribe to LIPT.

2) Assunre 807o of users of call screening will activate it when they leave the office to go to lunch ( and deactivate it uàen they

retum ) or when going home.

3) User interface âspects arc not considered, and may generale additional traffic.
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3.2 Simulation Output - Call Traffic

3.2. t Spatial distrihttion of physicctl flow
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Discussion

Figures 3.11 to 3.16 show the spatiat distribution of flow at different times in the day, shown as cell

boundary (grid square) crossings per 15 min period. Comparing these distributions with the

functional disr¡iburion of space (Figs 3.1 to 3.5) reveals the influence of space type on the time

distribution of flow. Figure 3.12 shows a concentration of flow around rnajor transport facilities,

whereas peak flow occurs between offrce a¡rd shop/restaurant areas a¡ound noon'

The offered calling traffic disfibution is crucial in dimensioning cellular systems. Current

planning methods are more concerned with providing adequate coverage than consistency of QoS,

but as user densities increase, the expected calling traffrc in a cell will become critical to the

dimensioning of the network. The time distibution t' *U t¡afhc will be important when multilayer

cells and dynamic topology configuration are implemented. Knowing where more channels a¡e

required at different times assists in planning such networks.
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D iscussion

The flow signatures give insight into tTre capabilities and limit¿tions of the model. Figures 3.I7 to

3.19 represent areas that have well defined functionality and high concentrations of adjacent spaces

with different functionalities. As could be expected, the simulation output is accurate in areas of

high single-mode flows, as estimations of population density become more accurate, anomalies in

movement due to abnormal path topology, and the influence of non-modal flows becomes less

significant.

The model is less accurate at predicting exact flows where space functionality is indistinct, or

abnonnal partr topology perturbs or impedes flow, as can be seen from Figure 3'20. Here, the

irregularity of the functional disribution (which is inexact at the sampling points) together with the

constraints in paths between source and destination space leads to a less accurate estimate.

The accuracy of the model becomes poor when the flow magnitudes are small, and the

domina¡it trip mode is significantly influenced by other non¡norlal flows'

These observations suggest that a statistical approach, where the inst¿nt¿neous flow at alìy

point is represented by a random va¡iable, would give more accurate results. However, sufhcient

data was not available to test the distributions of such random variables. Intuition would suggest that

the nonnal distribution could be used -- the variance of the distribution would be a function of the

topology of the sampling point. However, lack of empirical data makes this difficult to verify.
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3.3 Simulation Output - Signaling Traffic

3.3.I Effect of Location Area Strategy

To evaluate the volume of daøbase queries due to terminal mobility, the space was divided into four

location a¡eas. Two possible layouts were evaluated. The fust divided the space into four adjacent

rectangular areaS, equal in average volume of users. The second consisted of four areas, one of

which covered the shopping district, and the other three a¡ound it. Although this might intuitively

seem like a good idea, as it minimises the number of location changes for the high volume of traffic

between the shops along the main street, it is obvpus from the ¡esults ( Figure 3'2I ) that the

lunchtime and commuting traffic far ounveighs the effects of ttre shopping exchange traffic'

-strategy 

1

strategry 2

7:3D 9:15 11:00 12:45 2:30 4:15 6:00 7:45

AM AM AM Ft\¡ Ft\¡ F\¡ B\¡ Fl/

time

Figureg.2l-ComparisonofTwoLocationUpdateStrategies

It is difficult to evaluate such layouts using conventional trafhc surveys, even if they are available'

Data about the lunchtime busy hou¡ is by itself insuffrcient to estimate the signalling trafhc due to

the physical movement of users. A time dependent map of hot spots is needed' Location a¡ea

planning is one of the unique advantâges of using the estimation method presented in this work. For

the simulation ourput of signaling load due to location area changes in this simulation scenario, the

first stmtegy was used.
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Figure 3.22- Signaling load

The signaling load shown if figure 3.22 represents the totål trafFrc due to supplementary services.

The simulation output is generated as described in Section 2'1'2'

The volume of signaling t¡affic on the A and Q interfaces (as dehned in Figure 1.4) is lower'

due to ttre relatively large location area size, and small signaling unit size for a location update. lN

supplementary services entail more complex signaling and hence a higher signaling load' The

simulation outpur agrees with other estimates I 26 L but also gives the time distribution of the

signaling load.

3.4 Compârison with other models

Suffrcient data about the simulation space was not available to make estimations using other models.

AIso, because of differing output from the different models, it is difficult to make a direct

quantitative comparison of the accuracy of the models. Some qualitative cornparisons are made

below:

i. fluid flow model -- this model cannot be verified in this simulation scenario. Using the model, one

might derive the average cell boundary crossing rate for some arbitra¡y cell layout plan. The

model gives no information about the location, time or magnitude of flows, only a single

number for average boundary crossing rate.

ii. gravity model -- this model makes predictions about future flows based on available flow data.

Since two sets of flow data at different times were not available, this model could not be

verified. It should be noted ttrat this model atso does not predict the location, time or magnitude
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of flows, only the change in those flows based on predicted future changes of flow tendencies

between different blocks.

iii. the steady sate transition model -- this model could not be verihed in this simulation scenario,

as it requires directional flow data. Some cell topology would already need to be in place, and

the transition rates between those cells would need to be available.

It can be concluded that although each of the models above has a place in network planning, none of

them are able to make predictions at the level of detail presented in this work. Conversely, the model

presented in this thesis can be used to make the predictions of the other models; for example, a

simulation space can be partitioned into equisized ¡ells 
and the average boundary crossing rate

calculated. The transition probabilities from one cell to another could also be derived form the

relative flow volumes form one cell to another.
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4. Conclusions

The accurate estimation of pedestrian traffic in a microcell environment is becoming increasingly

important, because of the increasing proportion of pedestrian cellular phone users colnpared to those

using cell phones in vehicles a¡rd the reduction of cell sizes in areas of high user density. To date,

linle work has been done in estimating traffic under these circumstances.

In addition, with the increasing tendency to reuse fixed network infrastructure in the cellula¡

networks, a method for estimating the signaling trafñc in a network with combined terminal and

personal mobilities and Intelligent Network based supplementary services is needed. This work

presented such a method: i

1) a relationship between functional space and resulting trafhc flow was eståblished, leading to the

derivation of an expression mapping user uansitions between functional space onto the physical

topology of ttre simulation sPace,

2) a relarionship between physical flow and handover a¡rd location update traffic and offered

calling load was derived,

3) an Erlang distribution with modified parameters was proposed for increased accuracy in

calculating blocking probability in a pedestrian microcell, and

4) a relationship between the user movement between states and resulting IN supplementåry service

trafhc was established.

The model was verified by comparing with the predictions of other models and comparing the model

output with empiricald1ta. The estimation method gives a higher level of spatial and time flow

distribution detail than previous models and in addition provides additional information on

cornbined signaling rates essential to the dimensioning of wireless networks' Unlike previous

methods, the one presented in this work uses widely available data for simulatioll input. The method

has potential value to wireless network planning of use of cotrunon signaling infrastructure fot'

wireless networks and fixed Intelligent Networks.
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5. Future Work

Two aspects of the model can be exænded/imProved:

i. a statistical approach could be taken to estimating flows to account for the decreased accuracy of

the model in areas of small, mixed-mode flow. The model's output would then be a highlow

estimate of the flow based on a desired confidence level. This would require the investigation of

the relaúonship between flow density and the variance of flow magnitude. The flow magnitude

would then be a distribution rather than a constant value. The gaussian distribution intuitively

seems like a good choice a¡rd has the advantale of having only two parameters, mean a¡rd

va¡iance. The mean would be the average flow already predicted by the model, while the

va¡iance would be a function of average flow magnirude and the relative densities of

surrounding space. The exact ñinction would need to be calibrated against available flow data

ii. the model assumes that the flow patterns are homogeneous a¡ound the simulation space and does

not account for perturbations of traffic by physical topology of the thoroughfares. Where

simulation space layout is highly irregular and traff,rc is signihcantly diverted from the most

direct route between source and destination, a more sophisticated technique is required to

predict the resulting path distribution of the raffic'
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Appendix A - SS7 TrafÏic Generated By Nfobility and IN Services

Terminal MobilitY

This signaling trafhc will occur at the A-interface, if we assune that the VLR is integrated with the

pCSC. The number of SS? bytes per change of location a¡ea is shown in table 4.1, taken from Í271'

Table 4.1 - SS7 bytes from user activity

Oríg. Call Term. Call Location Update

IZ0 253 119

280

Mobile originated and terminated calls also cause signaling t¡afhc. This trafhc is cha¡acterised in

terms of the number of SS7 bytes for an originating and terminating call. The signaling will occur at

the A interface according to ttte values in table 4.2.

Supplementary Services

Table A.2 - lN signaling bYtes

lnterlace

s

ou tcall

Interface

A

a

HPN

UPT registration

Call Hold

Credit Call

Call Screen

1 104

504

358

252

938

928

232

0

590

812

464

232

232

464

348

696

464

252

504

232
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Appendix B - Papers Covered by This Thesis

"simulation Model for Intelligent Network Based PCS", with R.Coutts, TRLabs Wireless 95,

Calgary, Albert¿

"Estimation of SS7 Trafflrc in ITMTS Network", GLOBECOM 95, Singapore.

I
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Credit call a call made using a credit ca¡d ttrat is charged the fhat credit ca¡d account

Handover fte transfer of a user's call from a radio channel in one cell to a free radio

chan¡rel in another cell without the intemrption of the call

In-band sígnaling signaling that uses the same physical channel as the associated data flow

Glossary of Terms

a supplementary service that allows a user to redirect call from one

another

the time interval between the catlee going off-hook to answer the call and

completion of the call

a supplementary service that allows a user to dehne either an inclusion

list of the only numbËrs that will be passed ) or an exclusion lisr (a

numbers which will specihcally be blocked )

a group of cells under the autonomous control of a BSC that does not

messaging to the MSC for handovers between cells within that

a message Sent tO the Central locatiOn database whenever a user moves

one location area to another and the MS is either in aJì active

or standby (powered on, but not in conversation ) mode

a physicat traffrc flow that is not directly related to the presence of

functional space

a queue wittr Poisson arrivals, gcrteral call holding distribution, c

available servers and calls blocked when all servers are busy

an outdoor cell with radius greater than 500m

an outdoor cell radius between 100rn and 500m

a physical trafhc flow that results from the adjacency of spaces of

functionality

Call forwarding

number to

CalI holdíng time

the

Call screening

list ( a

list of the

Incation area

require

location a¡ea

Locøtiott update

f¡om

(conversation)

Non-modol flow

adjacent

MlGlclc queue

Macrocell

Mícrocell

Mixed-made flow

different
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Modalflow

mode or

a physical traffic flow that is directly related to the positions ard

concentrations of surrounding functional space; can be either single

mixedmode

Out of band signating signaling that occu¡s over a channel physically separate from the

associated dataflow

Platooning the effect of clustering of pedestrians due !o interactions and interference

between individuals 
ryrd 

grouPs

Single modeflow aphysical taffrc flow.that is Senerated entirely by a space of a single

frnctionality

Sojourn time

ir

the time interval between a user entering a cell and subsequently leaving

Supplementary service a enhanced calling service offered by an operator to residential and

business users in addition ¡o the basic ælephone service
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BCM

BSC

BSS

BTS

HLR

INAP

IP

ITU

MAP

MS

MSC

MTP

OSI

PCS

PCSC

Qos

SCCP

SCP

SDP

ss7

SSP

STP

TCAP

UPT

VLR

Acronyms

Basic Call Model

B asestation Controller

Basestation System

B asestation T¡ansceiver

Home Locæion Register

Intelligent Network Application Part

Intelligent

International Telecommunications Union

Mobile Application Part

Mobile Søtion

Mobile Swiæhing Cente

Message Transfer Pa¡t

Open S ysterns Interconnection

Personal Communications S ervi ce

Personal Communications Switching Centre

Quality of Service

Singling Connection Conrol Part

Signaling Control Point

Signaling Data Point

Signaling System 7

Signaling Switching Point

S ignaling Transfer Point

Transaction Capabilities Application Part

Universal Personal Telecommunications

Visitor Location Regisær
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